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• "Our greatest glory counts not |
in never falling, but in rising
every time we fall."—Goldsmith. I

PRICE, 10 CENTS
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Defeat At Orono Spurs Bates On
Bears Edge Out The Bobcat Plays Host
Bobcats In Thrilling To Bowdoin Polar
Bear Saturday
Game On Saturday

BRUD MORIN
Quarterback

BOB FROST
Right Halfback

Summary Of Series
Opener At Orono

CHARLIE COOKE
Right End

Maine
Bates
Hamlin (Sherry), le
re, Cooke
Gleason (Berkowitz, It
.' rt, Kishon
Proctor (Roderick), lg
rg, Martin
Hutchings (Lees), c . c, Preston (Clough)
Reidman (Fish), rg
lg, Robinson
Jackson, rt . It, McCluskey (McDonough)
Williams, re
le, Reed (Eaton)
Smith (Drew), qb
qb, Morin (Hutchinson)
Elliott, lhh.
.'. rhb, Frost (Canavan)
Dow (Quigley), rhb
lhb, Marcus
Mallet (Beisel), fb
fb, Reid
Maine ... 9 6 6 0—21
Bates .... 0 6 6 7—19
Touchdowns—Elliott 2, Hamlin, Marcus 2, Cooke. Points after touchdowns—
Morin (placement). Field goal—Proctor
(placement).
Referee—A. J. Barry (Princeton).
Umpire—E. J. Shaughnessy (B. U.).
Head linesman—S. McCall, Augusta.
Field judge—R. Gustafson (N. H.).
Time—Four 15-minute periods.

State of Maine
Teachers Will
Convene Here
Hallowe'en Frolic To Be
Held In Lewiston Armory;
Dinner At Chase Hall
The Thirty-fourth Annual Convention of the_Maine Teachers Association, scheduled for Thursday and Friday, October 29 and 30, will be held
in Lewiston-Auburn. The Association
includes in its membership the majority of grammar and secondary
school teachers in the State. The Convention will be preceded by a Hall>we'en frolic in the Lewiston Armory,
this evening, to which Bates men are
invited.
The inaugural meeting of the Convention, on Thursday morning, will be
addressed by Dr. Mary Ellen Chase of
Smith College, and by Mr. Cameron
Beck, director of the New York
Stock Exchange Institute. The General Session on Thursday evening
presents Dr. Bertram E. Packard,
Bates '00, State Commissioner of Education, and Dr. G. Bromley Oxnam,
Bishop of the Omaha Area of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in Nebraska, as speakers.
"All Maine Evening" Scheduled
Departmental meetings, some of
which are to be held in buildings on
the Bates campus, occupy the daily
program, with the highlight of the
Convention, "All Maine Evening",
scheduled for Friday evening. This
session, closing the Convention, will
be addressed by Dr. Florence Hale of
New York, and Dr. Payson Smith of
Massachusetts.
Both are former
Maine educators. The public is cordially invited to attend this General
Session, Lewiston Armory, 8.00 p. hi.
The annual convention of the .Maine
Teachers Association offers an opportunity for the alumni groups of Maine
colleges to meet. This year, the Bates
group, among whom are numbered
many teachers of the secondary
schools of the State, have planned a
banquet, under the direction of Chair
man Raymond E. Kendall '20, to be
held in Chase Hall, tomorrow evening.
Commercial Exhibit
One of the outstanding educational
features of the Convention is the huge
commercial exhibit, occupying the entire Alumni Gymnasium. The student
body is urged" to visit this display.
The Bates alumni teachers group
find this year's Convention especially
opportune, since it permits their attendance at the Back-to Bates Week
End The two events, together form
an important part of the Bates fall
calendar.

Maine Takes Game By Two Points
Excited Fans See Marcus Race
1 00 Yards For Score

Team From Brunswick Has Limited
Reserve Material But Fields
Almost A Veteran Team

RED GRANGE CALLS IT
THE DAY'S BEST GAME

MOREY WILL START REGULAR
LINE-UP IF POSSIBLE

By Cotton Hutchinson
In one of the most thrilling State Series
games the Bobcat was defeated by the Maine
Bear 21-19 at Orono last Saturday. Flashing
an aerial offensive built around Quarterback
Smith, a passing demon, and Hamlin, fine
end, and Elliot, flashy halfback, the up-state
team was able to conquer the Bates team. This
trio accounted for 18 points between them and
to supplement this total Proctor, left guard, accounted for a field goal from the Bates nineyard line.
Maine threw 40 passes and accounted for 21
completions. In the first half a pass from
Smith to Elliot and another from Smith to
Hamlin accounted for 12 points and after being held by a superb Bates line Proctor fell
back and booted a 19 yard placement. Bates
came into its own in the last stages of the second period when Marcus threw a pass to Eaton, Dedham tiger, who ran to the 11 yard line
before being tackled. Four plays later Marcus
cut back through his own right tackle for a
touchdown. The attempted pass conversion
was blocked. So that at the enl of the half
the score stood Maine 15 and Gates 6.
Yet with a nine point lead Maine elected to
continue its barrage of passes and early in the
third period the combination «* Elliot and
Smith scored again. However, for the third
lime the Maine team failed to convert. At
this point Bates put on an offensive and a pass
from Marcus to Eaton resulted in a touchdown.
"Cotton" Hutchinson's attempted place-kick
was wide by inches and the score stood at 21-12
with Maine ahead. The play for the remainder
of the period and for half of the fourth period
was principally in mid-field. In the last half
of the last period Maine was held three times
by the Bates line and as a last resort threw a
flat pass as a scoring punch but Marcus intercepted it and scampered 100 yards down the
sidelines for a touchdown. Morin rushed the
point after to make the score 21-19 for Maine.
With but five minutes left to play Captain Martin, a consistent performer, blocked an Elliot
punt, but Bates was offside and a penalty was
inflicted. Had this punt been allowed the ball
would have been Bates' on about the Maine 29
yard line since Martin had recovered it. It is
most likely that Bates would have pushed it
across also, but this was but one of the many
Maine breaks. With but two minutes to play
Bates filled the air with passes but neither
Marcus nor Hutchinson was able to complete
them.
The game was a remarkably fin» one in all
respects and probably was the most wide open
contest ever staged between Maine and Bates.
This week Bowdoin comes here with the Bobcat as host.

By Sam Leard
Fully recovered after the hard game at
Maine last week, the Bates football team plays
hosl to Bowdoin on Garcelun Field Saturday
in a>i effort to get revenge for Bowdoin's unexpfited 12-0 mud victory last year. The game
will -tart at 2.00 p. m.
Having played an easy game with Colby last
week the tested and tried Black and White
will have to show their full wares in order to
dow:; the Bobcat. They have already played
Mas- State, Wesleyan, and Williams. This
week Bates is being drilled against Bowdoin
play-, which, according to past-game indication; will be surpassed only by the bag of
tricks of Foxy Fred Brice of Maine.
SiiiCp the beginning of the games between
thesi two Maine schools in 1892, Bowdoin has
succ-.eded in winning 22 times while Bates has
been on top 15 times and they have ended up
in a tie five years. The record of Coach
Morcy's eleven against Bowdoin has been excellent. In 1929, 1930 and 1931 the teams came
home with the bacon as they did in 1934. Last
year in a sea of mud Bowdoin won 12-0.
■i doin this year is depending on many
mm to play the full 60 minutes, while Coach
Mom-, making position changes of necessity,
has rounded out dependable reserve material
to spell the regulars.
Ucvdoin's left end is Dave Fitts, a husky
junior from Winchester, Mass.j who has been
on Adam Walsh's frontier since the first game
last >.>ar. Although he didn't face the Bobcat
eleven last fall on account of an injury, Fitts
will be set to make things interesting on Bates
sweeps and kicks.
At left tackle both Griffith and Hepburn
have seen much action. Both charge hard and
hav^ many tackles and partially blocked kicks
to their credit. Clapp has the assignment at
the guard position and played the full time
against Mass State in the winning game.
Burton and Nicholson are the center candidates and will have their hands full in opposing Bates' Preston. The veteran Hal Ashkenazy at guard and a newcomer, Healey, at
tackle are on the other side of the line with
Newman and Hanley handling the end
position.
Capt. Buck Sawyer, a dependable field general, will probably get the nod from Coach
Walsh in this game, .although he has been kept
on the bench with an injury in recent games.
Sawyer is also a dependable drop-kicker. Bates
will probably have more trouble from Junie
Frye, triple threat halfback, than from any
other single Bowdoin player. Frye is fast
and pulls his legs high in charging.

TONY KISHON
Right Tackle

1
E

A

BARNEY MARCUS
Left Halfback

These men will await the whistle
as Bobcat faces Polar Bear on
Garcelon Field at two o'clock
Saturday afternoon in the second game of the State Series.
BOWDOIN
BATES
Fitts, le
le. Reed or Eaton
JrifTith, It
It, McCluskey
Clapp, lg
lg, Robinson
Burton, c
c, Preston
Ashkenazy, rg
rg, Martin
Healey, rt
rt, Kishon
Newman, re
re, Cooke
Sawyer, qb .... qb, Hutchinson or Morin
Reed, rh
rh. Frost
Frye, lh
lh, Marcus
Karakashian, fb
fb. Reid

Fine Program Planned For
Weekend According To
Chairman Nelson

of

German Dept.

Bates
Starting
Line-up
by
Dick
Fullerton '38

Team of Curtis, Floyd and Smith
with Curtis as Cross-Examiner
Faces Strong Opposition

FRED MARTI N
Right Guard

One Hundred Dollars Already
Expended by Library for
German Books

Bates Alumnae
Meet Friday Eve

Undergrad Men
Rally Friday Eve
•
A short and snappy
men's rally, an important
part of the National Bates
Week End, will be held in
the Alumni Gymnasium at
8.00 p. m., Friday, Oct. 30.
The Rally Committee,
composed of Chairman
James Nelson, Jr., '29,
Robert Harper '37, Charles
Harms '38 and, William
Hamilton '37, is planning
to stage a college parade
preceding the rally.
Coach David Morey will
be the chief speaker of the
rally, with student speakers offering undergraduate
comment.
Refreshments
will be served.

Given Schurz
Book Grant

ERNIE ROBINSON
Left Guard

'.

DICK PRESTON
Center

A meeting of Bates women and alumnae will be
held on Friday evening in
the Little Theatre at 8.00
o'clock as the initial meeting of the week end's activities and in order that
the women may rehearse
their cheers for the Bowdoin game.
The assembly of the women which is an annual
feature of Back-to-Bates
week end will be addressed this year by Miss
Mabel Eaton. President
Gray and Coach Spinks
will speak briefly.
The meeting in Hathorn
will be followed by a more
informal get-together in
Chase Hall for refreshments.

MAX EATON
Left End

First National
Bates Night Is
Next Friday

MERLE McCLUSKEY
Left Tackle

Probable

JIM REID
Fullback

Probable Starting
Lineups Saturday

[Continued on I'aKe ThreeJ

Photos

Vermont Debates
Utilities Question
Here Tomorrow

The first home debate on the electric utilities question will be held tomorrow night at Little Theatre. High
school debaters have been sharpening
their tongues for some time now, in
preparation for the Bates League debates; this debate on Thursday is in
the nature of an exhibition, snowing
the secondary debaters "how it is
done."
The opposing team is from Vermont University and will take the
negative side of the question. Th"is
year Bates expects strong opposition
from Vermont with Bernard Lisman
(brother of Louis Lisman, who was a
strong speaker for Vermont several
years ago) on the team. Bates, however, has a capable, experienced team
in John Smith '38, Donald Curtis '39,
and Lawrence Floyd '37.
The debate will be in the" Oregon
style, with Curtis acting as cross-examiner for Bates. It will be nondecision, with a forum held afterwards.
The debate promises to be well-attended. Invitations have been sent
out to the various high schools to attend this exhibitkn, Hebron and
Kents Hill Seminary having already
given notice of their intention to be
present. Moreover, since the Teachers' Convention is to be held during
this same time, it is expected that
visiting coaches will be listeners.

*&£ftK

The German Department of Bates
College has been honored by a special
grant from the Carl Schurz Memorial
Foundation of Philadelphia, which recently allowed a number of colleges
and univesities in the United States
varying amounts for the purchase of
German books. One other Maine College was similarly honored.
The grants, which ranged from $50
to $250, were for "German Books for
American Universities and Colleges,"
to fifty-six "selected universities and
colleges." Bates was allowed a grant
of one hundred dollars.
The college library has already re
ceived the Bates consignment of about
60 volumes. In considering the college's present needs, the German department selected the complete works
of Grillparzer, Hebbel, Kleist, and
Ludwig; books of reference, biographies, histories of modern literature,
a few monographs on important fields
of research, and books of general information. Included in the order is
also a year's subscription to the leading German weekly, and to a bibliographical monthly.
Recently the Foundation awarded
Bates a six-volume edition of Goethe's
works. This set of books is now_ offered as a prize to the student showing the best results in competitive
work in some field of advanced German literature.
The Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, functioning with the aim of
[Continued on Pace Four)

The first National Bates Night in
alumni history will be inaugurated
on Friday, October 30, according to
James Nelson, Jr., '29, chairman of
the Alumni Committee. At least one
representative from the majority of
the Bates clubs in the country is expected by the committee, and plans to
make this an eventful week end have
been formed by the committee members, which include Chairman Nelson,
Mrs. Blanche Roberts '99. Mrs. Aletha
Rollins Harms '13, Mrs. Mildred Beckman Myhrman '30, and Professors
Brooks Quimby '18, and Raymond L.
Kenofcll '20.
Back-to-Bates week end, the official
rallying date in past years, seemed
rather unfair in that only a limited
number of comparatively local graduates could enjoy the benefits of such a
night. Hence, the National Night was
conceived of as being the one great
rallying "Congress" of representatives of the various alumni units.
Entertainment Varied
The program not only includes entertainment for the returning graduates, but also for the parents of underclassmen, all of whom are invited
to attend. The various class schedules will be posted on the bulletin
board, and the visiting families of
present Bates students may visit any
class they wish.
A feature of the week end schedule
will be an Oregon style debate on the
advisability or inadvisability of government ownership of electric utilities. The University of Vermont will
debate against Bates, represented by
John Smith '38, Lawrence Floyd '37,
and Donald Curtis '39. The -open
forum which will follow the debate
will be a form of invitation to alumni
and parents to discuss the problem
with the underclassmen.
The football game between Bates
and Bowdoin will have behind it the
spirit of every Bates class which once
felt the traditional rivalry existing
between the two schools. The fine
showing of the Bates team in the past
Maine game and the power displayed
by Bowdoin to date promises a game
in which spirit alone may decide the
victor.
The varsity club's annual dance will
climax a perfect get-together week
end for the returning grads, and
many a couple will dance there again
[Continued on Fas* Two]
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Education Is Field Of
Many Bates Graduates

(Staff Contributions)

CALENDAR

EDITORIAL STAFF

Wednesday, Oct. 28
Sfiate Teachers' Dance at Lewiston
Armory at 8.00 p. m. (Men stuMANAGING DEPARTMENT
John J. Garrity '37 (Tel. 8-3363)
....
Managing Editor
dents may procure free tickets from
Edward Rideout '39, Donald Williams '39
Dr. Fisher.)
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Thursday, October 29
Edward Fishman '38 (Tel. 8-3363)
....
News Editor
Bates Teachers' Dinner, Assembly
Debating—Courtney Burnap '38; Features—George Windsor '38;
Room, Chase Hall, at 5.45 p. m.
Alumni—Roland Martone
Debate: Bntes vs. University of
Reporters: Eugene Foster '39, Walden Irish '39, Hoosag Kadjperooni '39,
Lionel Whiston '39.
Vermont, Little Theatre, 8.00 p. m.
Seranush Jaffarian (Tel. 3207)
....
Women's Editor Friday, Oct. 30
Intercollegiate—Ruth Merrill '37; Features—Evelyn Kelser '37;
Football: Bates Freshmen vs. Kents
W. A. A.—Eleanor Smart '39.
Hill on Garcelon Field, 3.00 p. m.
Reporters: Geneva Kirk '37, Ruth Robinson '37, Elizabeth Stockwell '37,
Carol Wade '37. Mary Dale '38, Helen Dickinson '38, Martha
Student rally for men. Alumni Gym,
Packard '38, Margaret Bennett '38, Marion Welsch '38, Ruth Waterat 8.00 p. m.
house '38, Ruth Robbins '39, Dorothy Weeks '39, Lois Wells '39.
Women's pep meeting, Little TheaSPORTS DEPARTMENT
tre, at 8.00 p. m.
Bernard Marcus '37 (Tel. 8-3363)
Sports Editor
Sam Leard '38, George Lythcott '39, Joseph Canavan '39, John Hutchinson '38 Saturday, Oct. 31
Stag Buffet Luncheon, Chase Hall,
BUSINESS STAFF
12 m. to 12.30 p. m.
Urburn A. Avery, Jr., '37 (Tel. 2884-W)
.
.
Business Manager
Football: Bates vs. Bowdoin, Garce
Nicholas Pellicani '37 (Tel. 8-3363)
.
.
.
Advertising Manager
Ion Field, at 2.00 p. m.
Assistants: Wilford Symons '37, Dennis Healey '38, Robert Chalmers '38,
John Nash '39, Oran Moser '39, Chester Parker '39, Robert Rimmer '39.
W.A.A. Tea, Chase Hall, 4.15 p. m.
Varsity Club Dance, Alumni Gym,
Adverttaing; Rate*
7.30 to 11.30 p. m.
3 inches or less
.
.
.
.
J .45 per Inch
3-6 Inches
.40 per inch
Sunday, Nov. 1
6-12 Inches
.35 per inch
Co-ed Hike.
Over 12 inches .....
.30 per inch
«
*
*
Sole and Exclusive National Advertininc Representatives
K49SHKUL ADVERTISING SERVICE, Inc., 420 Madison Avenue, New York City
CLUB NOTES
Chicago . Boston - San Francisco - Los Angeles - Portland - Seattle
Subscription. $2.50 per year in advance. Single Copies. Ten Cents.
Deutsche Verein
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business
Twenty-one new members were iniManager one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
tiated into Der Deutsche Verein at a
cabin party last night. From the class
Member of New England Intercolle1936
Member
1977
of '37 are A. Dunlap, D. Howes, A.
giate Newspaper Association. Published
rw««.:,«U.A /*V.H«.<«:.^v ft^.*. North, E. Wetherbee, E. Woodcock, E.
Wednesday during the College Year by
RSSOCCTea (XllleftOe RTCSS
Stevens, P. Warren, R. Merrill, M.
Students of Bates College. Entered as
m*.—«...
second class matter at the Post Office.
D.str.butors of
Thorp, C. Small; from the class of '38,
E. Dearden, M. Lawrence, E. Sawyer,
Lewiston. Maine.
Cblle&ide DjgeSf
R. Montgomery, A. Cummings, John
Skelton, W. Cole, A. Helsher; and
from the class of '39, R. Martone, H.
Roth, and M. Hurwitz. Each gave a
three minute humorous talk on "The
Friday, October 30, is National Bates Night. A new venture, part German has played in my life."
Faculty members of the German
National Bates Night is designed to be an official date for the be- Department and their wives were
K. Thomas '37 was chairginning of the active season of the Bates Alumni Clubs throughout chaperones.
man of the supper and program comthe United States.
mittee, assisted by R. MacKenzie '37,
E. Stockwell '37, G. Oakes '37, and W.
Torrey '38.
John E. Leard '38 (Tel. 8-4121)

Editor

The field 0f education claims thirtysix per cent ,)f the total living graduates of Bates as shown by the latest
classification „f alumni according to
their occupational distribution.
Of
the. total number of superintendents
in the New England States Bates
graduates number about thirteen per
cent, and of lne principals of public
schools about fifteen per cent.
There are igg alumni who have positions in universities and colleges,
1068 in seci.idary and elementary
schools, 90 as superintendents, supervisors and executives, and 56 as librarians, music teachers and others.
Among the colleges which have
prominent professors who are alumni
of Bates are Middlebury, Reed. Dennison, Tufts, 1 diversity of Wisconsin,
Tampa University, Princeton University, Duke University, University of
Alabama (Drew '16, assistant football coach), yale Medical School,
Florida College f°r Women, Rollins

Welcome Home!

Unfortunately, comparatively few — those who live within a few
hours' ride of Lewiston — can possibly return to Bates for the
annual home-coming celebrations.

We welcome those who find it possible to return for the first
National Bates Night. We congratulate Alumni Clubs throughout
the country which are meeting on October 30 in observance of the
Night, which, fittingly enough, is the night-before affair for the
Bates-Bowdoin 'natural'.
Those alumni who return to the campus this week end will find
a different Bates from that which has existed here in the past
several years. Rumors have been flying around about a "new
spirit". It is a spirit new to the present group in the school, but
really only a revival of spirit which dominated the campus a few
years previous.
It is, however, more than a rumor. The "spirit" is an actuality.
Saturday Bates lost a 21-19 game to the University of Maine. The
underdog to begin with, Bates did itself proud. After the game,
there could be and were no regrets. The team as a whole and individually had played well. Breaks went to both teams.
The student body, enthusiastically supporting the football team
in a series of pre-game rallies and at the game, continued to show
line spirit after the game was over. They cheered the team in
Pittsfield. They marched back to campus and cheered again.

Out of a continuance of such student spirit should come a fine
loyalty to the college and worthy additions to the alumni body in
the immediately coming years.
Welcome back, alumni, to Bates 1936!

Mothers Invited
To Bates Nov. 7

Speaks To Women

Mothers' week end, an innovation
on the Bates campus, will take place
on November 7 and 8 as announced
by Ruth Bowditch '38 at an assembly
of the women yesterday morning.
A resume of the entire program
was piven which will include a demonstration of sports, a tea at the Women's Union, a banquet on Saturday
night, Bates movies and songs and a
service in the chapel on Sunday morning.
Ruth Bowditch '38 and Muriel Tomlinson '37 as representatives of the
Student Government and Athletic Association are co-chairmen of arrangements.
Invitations have been sent to the
mother of each undergraduate woman
and arrangements are being made for
a large number of guests.

Laterals Tricky
The Coach recalls to mind the Harvard-Yale game of four or five years
back when on the first kick-off Harvard worked a lateral that carried the
ball to Yale's four-yard line. The
spectators and newspaper reporters,
not expecting a lateral, were confused
even as to who had carried the ball.
"Therefore," warns Coach Morey,
"from the spectator's viewpoint, the
important thing is anticipating the
next play."
"Of course, most people watch the
ball carrier, and that's a good thing.
But if people said, for instance, 'I'll
watch the offensive guards, the running guards, on the next play,' they
would see some beautiful football
teamwork. These guards pull out
and cut through to body-block the secondary defense. So there's more to
it than just watching the ball carrier.
"Considering
offensive
football,
nine out of ten quarterbacks call a
gamble play on the first down to make
a good gain. Then again, they may
lose good yardage, but they have
three more downs to make it up. Consequently, the spectators may expect
an end sweep or an off-tackle play on
the first down.
The quarterback may do the same
on the second down. The third will

TeachersDinner Will
Be Held On Campus Tea Held By Stu. G.
Sunday At Rand Hall

Kenseth Announces
Senior Class Meeting
At a Senior Class Meeting to be announced, Arnold Kenseth, Mirror Editor, asks seniors "to be prepared to
discuss the following points relative
to Senior Class Cuts and Personals:
1, photography by "Dora Clark Tash,
six poses for $1.50; 2, the cut for the
year-book to be in cap and gown;
3, the type of write-up... quotations,
activities, personal sketch, etc. A definite date for this meeting will be announced in chapel.

4 A Rehearsals Have
System
Element of Humor Amplifying
For Saturday's Game
around the servants and her aunt,
played by Pauline Chayer, in true
princess style. Millicent Thorp barked
at them all and needed only a megaphone to make the picture of the perfect director. Then the hunchback appeared, and without benefit of makeup, by his voice and mannerisms,
Henry Farnum made the little grotesque live before us.
But on to "Unnatural Scene."
Boots Kelser was just yielding to the
invitation of Barbara Kendall, Miss
Fletcher, to take the evening jff and
attend a frivolous party at her house.
Miss Tomkinson, Jean Lowry, puttered around the stage. There was an
atmosphere of tense expectation as
everyone waited for the appearance
of Miss Brown, played by Jane Ault,
who is feared, respected and worshipped by all except the "blase Miss
Fletcher. All
the
action moved
smoothly, guided by the directions of
Peg Melcher.
Be on hand November 5 and 6 to
see the plays in their finished'state.
Tickets will be on sale soon at the
college bookstore at the nominal price
of thirty-five cents.

Professor Quimby '18

Professor Kendall '20

Phi Sigma Iota
At a formal initiation ceremony
four members of the class of '38 were
President Clifton D. Gray
received into Phi Sigma Iota, the honorary Romance language society.
They are Anita Gauvreau, Ruth Montgomery, Lois Chamberlain, and Orman Moulton.
Prof. Seward, the president, outlined
a series of twelve subjects which will
The annual Bates Teachers' Dinner
be presented during the year by the will be served in Chase Hall Friday,
members.
October 30, at five forty-five p. m. The
price has been reduced from $1.00 to
McFarlane Club
85 cents. Since attendance has been
McFarlane Club held a brief busi- definitely limited to two hundred and
ness meeting last Monday evening to fifty people, tickets should be" purvote in the new members. These new chased in advance at the Alumni Ofmembers will be initiated at the first fice in Chase Hall. Any remaining
formal club meeting to be held Nov. tickets will be on sale all day Thurs2. The initiation will take the form day at the alumni registration desk
of a program, with the new members in Chase Hall.
entertaining the old.
AH alumni, non-graduates, Summer
Session students, and friends are corLawrence Chemical
dially invited to attend.
At a meeting of the Lawrence
Prof. Raymond L. Kendall '20 is in
Chemical Society, held last evening, charge of the program, which promPresident Nicholas Pellicani '37 gave a ises variety and entertainment.
very interesting report on the life of
Frederich Woehler, "the Father of Organic Chemistry."

The team typifies the renewed enthusiasm.

By Ira Nahikian
"How can a spectator get the most
out of watching a football game.
What men should he follow especially? What plays should he expect?
What are the finer points of the
game ? "
These are among the questions put
to Coach Dave Morey of the football
team in a recent interview. Coach
Morey has certainly had wide experience in football.' He played for Dartmouth and has since been head coach
at Middlebury, Alabama Polytechnical
and Bates.
But he can also appreciate the
learned spectator's point of view.
Here's what he has to say on the subject:
His first concern, as a spectator,
would be the way the receiving team
lined up for the kick-off. This is to
estimate the possibility of a lateral
pass. If there was but one man play
ing deep, there would be little chance
for a lateral.

On Bates Night Committee

Spofford Club
Spofford Club will hold a cabin
party Nov. 3 which will be attended
by about 25 members and faculty
chaperones.
E. Stockwell '37 and Anita Gauvreau '38 are in charge of refreshments and W. Sutcliffe '37 is chairman of the program committee.

They had something well worth cheering for — a team which
worked hard against odds and which played hard and clean. A
losing team as scores go, but a winning team in fighting spirit.

"Knock, knock — Hoosag!" yelled
Larry Doyle, and the rehearsal for
"The Seventh Man" was on at Little
Theatre. The setting was supposed
to be a small hut in the Arctic, but
so far it consisted of eight straight
chairs representing bunks, an armchair, and a white door-frame. Behind the scenes came the sound of
sawing. That would be Clark Noyes,
overalled, working to provide a real
hut. The rehearsal was well under
way with Larry Doyle being tragic as
Lon Ede, incongruously dressed in
white pants, when Hoosag Kadjperooni came rushing in, late again, and
fairly rushed into the part of Tom,
the negro boy. Frenchman Ed Harvey
plays the role of Gaffer, a Scotchman,
and sounded as if he had just arrived
from Bonnie Scotland. Bob Crocker
handled the action expertly, and
everything went along on well-oiled
wheels.
The play was just getting exciting
when—on to the math room where
"The Birthday of the Infanta" was
taking place. Mitzi Merrill, playing
the part of a twelve-year old, looked
almost twelve, and was ordering

College (Dean Winslow Anderson
'21), Russel Sage (President James
Meeder), besides many other schools.
The larger secondary schools of
New England where Bates alumni are
principals include Bangor, Gardiner,
Rockland, Belfast, Houlton, Portland,
Rumford and Presque Isle of Maine;
Brockton, Medford, Pittsfield, Walpole, Quincy, Northampton and Woburn of Massachusetts; Brattleboro
and Newport of Vermont, and West
Hartford of Connecticut. There are
many secondary school executives in
the Middle and Far West also.
Executives of academies and junior
colleges in New England who are
Bates alumni include Bridgton Academy, Coburn Academy, Hebron Academy, Kents Hill, Oak Grove, Wassookeag, New Hampton School, Cushing
Academy, Wilbraham Academy, Lawrence Academy, Colby Junior College,
Ricker Junior College and Westbrook
Junior College.

Coach Morey Offers Advice
To Football Game Spectators

Plays and substitutions in the Bowdoin game Saturday will be announced
over a public address system, Prof.
Oliver Cutts of the Athletic Department, announced yesterday. We are,
however, giving instructions not to
have any comments of the sort that
were made in the New Hampshire
game, Mr. Cutts said.

Mass. Town Names
Street For College
The town of Arlington, Mass.,
recently announced that a new
street there would be named
"Bates Road" after Bates College.
The selection of the name for the
new road is in keeping with a policy adopted a long time ago of
naming streets in that particular
vicinity after major New England
Colleges, according to the ArlTngton News.

The first of the five annual teas
presented by the Women's Student
Government for the women of the college was held last Sunday afternoon
in Rand Hall Reception Room.
Pourers included Dean Clark, Professor Walmsley, Mrs. Chase and Mrs.
Sawyer. Guests of the women were
Mesdames Britan, Woodcock and Carroll.
The purpose of these teas is to
bring together the faculty women and
students in an atmosphere of friendliness and sociability.
Eleanore Dearden '38 is chairman of
the tea committee for the year with
Dorothy Weeks '38 and Ruth Bowditch '38 as assistants.

State Teachers May
Attend Open House
Open House will be held at the
Women's Union on Thursday and
Friday afternoons, October 29
and 30. for the teachers who are
attending the Maine Slate TeacEers' Convention and other guests
on the campus. Members of the
faculty will act as hostesses.

Bates Victory Song
Words and Music by Bob Aldrich '38
Marching along to fame and victory
Even when odds are very slim
No matter how she rates
We'll give our all for Bates
Set your hearts on Bates to win.
Marching along to fame and victory
And you can bet where e'er we <zo
We always fight, fight, fight
To keep the Bobcat's might
The dread of every college foe.

Students Must Use
Bardwell Street Gate Dance Awaits Rooters On
Return From Orono
All students attending the football
game on Saturday must present their
A. A. tickets at the Bardwell Street
TerminatinK Saturday's Maine game
entrance to Garcelon Field. Under no trip, the Bobcat followers enjoyed an
conditions will students be admitted impromptu dance from 9.30 to 11.16
at any other gate.
in the evening in Chase Hall, arranged
by Robert Harper "37. president of
the Student Council, Charles Harms
The newcomer rapped at the Pearly •38, cheer leader, and two Student
Gates. "Who's there?" inquired St. Council members. Music was furPeter. "It is I," was the answer. "Go nished by the electrical victrola loaned
away. We don't want any more proby the MacFarlane Club. Admission
fessors up here."—Massachusetts Colwas free.
legian.

probably be a play to punch through
for a small gain. Then too, if the
team is back in its own territory, it
will usually' kick on the third down,
for if it should fumble and recover, it
would still have a chance to kick on
the fourth down."
Unorthodox Plays Spectlacular
Quarterbacks, however, make the
game more interesting by not sticking to regularly prescribed tactics.
Concerning quarterback strategy the
Coach says, "The unorthodox becomes
orthodox when it functions properly. If
were a spectator I would observe
the way the team diverges from the
orthodox."
Coach Morey recalls some interesting unorthodox plays. It is second
down, one yard to go. The opposing
team will naturally expect a short
plunge through the line. The cagey
quarter, however, may try a pass,
since all the conditions are doub'y
favorable for its completion: the opposing line will charge and the op
posing secondary will close in. Thes>
are some of the finer points an experienced spectator can appreciate.
When Morey was head coach at
Mkidlebury, his team, late in the
game against Harvard, was_ trailing
6-3.
Middlebury was deep in Har
vard's territory on third down with
seven to go. Most teams would have
run or passed. Middlebury's quarter
back called for a placement. It arched
neatly between the uprights, tied the
score, and resulted in an upset of the
pre-game dope.
Eight-Man Line Puzzling
In the memorable Yale-Bates game
of 1932, with Yale on the Bates four
yard line. Bates suddenly shifted to
an eight-man line. The Yale forward
wall was so befuddled that they
couldn't figure out their blocking as
signments.
Result: Bates took the
ball on downs on their own nine-yard
line.
"In the defensive play," says Coach
Morey, "I would watch the type of
play employed by the defense — the
low hand shoulder charge by the line,
or the sliding charge, or the line that
resorts to a waiting defense.
"As a spectator, I would try to see
how the teams play the unexpected,
the strategy of the game, the finer
points of football."

First National Bates
Junior Cabaret Full
Night Next Friday
Of New Surprises
The Junior Cabaret on Saturday,
November 21, will be replete* with
new surprises and innovations, according to an announcement by the
chairman, Burt Reed.
The formal dance, the first of the
year, will be held in Chase Hall from
8.00 to 12.00 midnight.
The hall,
programs, and decorations will follow
a general autumn motif.
A committee of seven composed of
Burt Reed, chairman, Ruth Bowditch,
Mary Dale, Martha Packard, Fred
Bailey, Larry Doyle, and Albin Hagstrom will make arrangements concerning the caterer, decorations, orchestra, programs and chaperones to
make this dance one of unprecedented
novelty and surprise.
President and Mrs. Gray have been
invited as guests.

Roberta Smith Will
Lead Co-ed Singing

[Continued fruin Page OneJ
who danced there in the past.
The entire program for the National Bates Night, as arranged by the
Alumni Committee, is as follows:
Thursday, Octoher 29
All Day: Registration of Alumni,
Chase Hall.
All Day: Facilities of the Men's
Union, Chase Hall, and the Women's
Union, 35 Frye Street, will be open to
guests for the week end.
5.45 p. m. Bates Teachers' Dinner,
Assembly Room, Chase Hall.
8.00 p. ra. Debate: Bates vs. University of Vermont, Little Theatre.
Friday, October 30
All Day: Regular sessions of Maine
Teachers' Convention.
Afternoon: Registration of Alumni,
Chase Hall.
3.00 p. m. Football: Bates Freshmen vs. Kents Hill.
8.00 p. m. Student Rally for men,
Alumni Gym. Women's pep meeting,
Little Theatre.
Saturday, October 31
8.40 a. m. Regular chapel service.
All Day: Visitation of Classes; par
ents and alumni invited; class schedules will be posted on bulletin board.
During their free hours, the members
of the faculty will receive guests in
the Chase Hall lounge.
12 m.-12.30 p. m. Stag Buffet lunch
eon. Chase Hall; get-together affair;
price, fifty cents.
2.00 p. m. Football: Bates vs. Bowdoin, Garcelon Field.
4.15 p. m. W. A.A. Tea, Chase Hall7.30-11.30
Varsitv Club Dance,
Alumni Gym.

Roberta Smith '39 was elected song
leader of the Bates co-eds as the result of a contest held during the past
week. The song leader contest was
sponsored by Student Government under the direction of Grace Jack '38.
Contestants for song leader were
Roberta Smith "39, Manraiet Melcner
•37, Helen Martikainen '39, Harriet
Durkee '37, Dorothy Kennedy '38, Millicent Thorp '37. Janet Bridgham '40,
Jean Lowry '37 and Marian Welsch
HARVARD GRADUATE
•38.
The Christian Association, in coopWould like a Bates student to
eration with the nsw smg leader, will
share an apartment with him. If
continue its activities in connection
interested communicate with James
with music in the dining hall.
Aloupis '39, 7 Wood St. Tel. 2769-W.
With the innovation of a song leader the tradition of Seniors starting
songs in the dining hall will disappear.
Roberta Smith '39 as ths new song
leader will officiate at any singing
event which the co-eds hold.
The College Jeweler

M. Mandelstam
NOW LOCATED AT
113 MAIN ST.

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches

A

FULL

LINE OF

JEWELRY

Also Repairing of the
Best Kind

Special Discount for Students

Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silox Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus

.

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC
193 MIDDLE STREET

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY
AGENT
ROY HABERLAND
8 West Parker

Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

We carry a large assortment
of
Men's Gladstone Bags
Ladies' Fitted and Unfitted
Cases - Men's Billfolds and
Small Leather Goods

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN STREET - LEWISTON
Agent: Carl Mazzarella

College
Pharmacy
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets
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Bobcat Plays Host
To Bowdoin Polar1
Bear Saturday
[Continued from Fagc One]

Bennie Karsokos, former Bridgton
Academy star, is the sophomore
threat of the White Bear club. He
with Ara Karakashian, veteran whose
name goes down in the books for running back punts in the Bates game
last year, compose a formidable backfield combination.
It is expected that Coach Morey
will use about the same line-up that
started in the classic at Orono last
Saturday. At left end will probably
he Burt Reed with Max Eaton seeing
plenty of action at the position. If
Heed's injury which was received last
week proves a handicap, Eaton will
pet the nod to start.
Merle McCluskey, one of the cocaptains, has the left tackle berth
cinched. He will probably play the
whole game. Ernie Robinson gets the
call at guard beside Dick Preston, who
certainly looks like All-Maine material at center. Preston's defensive
work in backing up the line was one
of the several gems in Saturday's
game.
Bates probably has the best line in
the state this year. At right guard,
Martin played 60 minutes at OrOno
and will probably repeat this week.
Tony Kishon, who thrilled the Bates
stands at Maine with his blocking of
passes and kicks, is at right tackle
with Charlie Cooke at the end position on this side of the line. Cooke's
unusual combination of height, weight,
and speed make him an ideal end. His
pass receiving was responsible for at
least one touchdown Saturday.
At quarterback Brud Morin and
Cotton Hutchinson will both play a
considerable share of the game. Both
handle passing and punting assignments and saw much action at Orono.
At right half Bob Frost will start with
Canavan going in to see his share <f
action in blocking any aerial attack
which Bowdoin may offer. Frost
seemed to have improved in defense
against sweeps in the Maine game,
and will be valuable at the right half
spot.
.
Co-Captain Marcus, all-state choice
a year ago and a contender for allNew England this year, who ran back
an intercepted forward at Maine from
the Bates goal, will be the main plug
in the Bobcat attack. Omar King may
see action at this position when Barnev needs a rest.. Jimmy Reid, hard
blocking and tackling fullbacks, will
be cleaning out the way for Marcus.

Speak At Rallies

SPORTS SHOTS
By Barney Marcus

Frosh Win Again U. of Me. Wins
Freshman Football Merrill Stars As
Team To Take On Frosh Grid Squad In Cross Country State X-Country
Meet At Orono
But J.V.'s Lose
Kents Hill Friday Ties Ricker Team

For seventeen years, whether it rained, snowed, or the sun shone,
whether Bates won, lost or tied, Presdent Clifton Daggett Gray has watched
For the fifth consecutive year, the
every State Series game that Bates has participated in. He has been without
A well-balanced Bridgton Academy
a doubt one of the best rooters that this institution can boast of. Last Satur- Bobkittens Will Use About Same Freshman Line Looks Strong In cross country team- proved too power- University of Maine took the State
Line-up As One Which Met
Holding Off Powerful Prep
day when Bates took on Maine at Orono, Prexie was among the missing.
ful for the Bates Jayvee and the Gor- cross-country title from Bates and
Ricker Classical
Under a doctor's strict orders he was kept at home with bronchitis. But
ham Normal harriers last Wednesday. Colby. This year's meet, run between
School Attack
Prexie vows that this last game will be the only one that he will miss this
When it was all over and the totals the halves of Saturday's football
bun
year and for some years to come. We hope that the next m.ssed game will
were
added, the Academy boys had game at Orono, resulted in a sevenThat snappy, *%£& ch of
Last Friday afternoon, the light
be at last 17 years from now.
"Frosh" who out-fougnt, and out- Bates freshman team held a tricky 21 points, the Jayvees 43, and the teen point score for the winners
against 47 for Bates and 58 for Colby.
played a supposedly superior Ricker Ricker Classical Institute team to a teachers 70.
Dana Wallace was the first Bates
eleven meets another highly-touted scoreless tie on a very muddy Garce
Lucky Shoes
Rollins, star Frosh performer runman
to finish, crossing the line on
opponent this Friday >" Kents Hill.
but
then
only
a
freshman
striving
to
Ion Field. Lead by Norm'Merrill. a ning for the Bates Jayvees, won the Alumni
We have heard of all kinds of lucky
Field some 200 yards behind
In holding Ricker to a scoreless tie,
pieces, of superstitions that have earn his numerals, was undefeated the freshmen slowed up that acad- hard-running halfbaok from Cony race in 18:23, with Graichen, also of Capt. Bill Hunnewell and Red Clifford
guided the destinies of athletes. Here in freshman competition. He wore emy's drive for its second straight un- High in Augusta, and Captain Crook- the class of '40. the second Garnet of Maine, who tied for first. Their
at Bates a pair of cross-country shoes the pair of shoes, then new, in every defeated season and would have er, a stalwart lineman, the Bobkittens man to finish. The latter, in spite of time over the muddy 4 3-4 mile course
is causing some comment and Coach race. When Al Rollins reported for brought it to an abrupt end if it almost pushed over a score toward the a painful blister, came in fourth, close was 25 minutes 49 4-5 seconds.
close of the final period but failed to on the heels of the third-place HawskRay Thompson is figuring out who to cross-country this fall he was given weren't for a few tough breaks.
Capt. Art Danielson, placing sevdo so because of a fumble.
ley of Bridgton.
assign the lucky shoes next year. It the same pair of shoes that Wallace
The play of the whole team as a
enth,
was the second Bates man to
so happens that last year Dana Wal- wore last year. And to date Rollins unit was the really outstanding point
The up-state team has already beatFrosh Win
finish,
with Courtney Burnap in
lace, now a varsity cross-country man is undefeated in frosh competition.
of the game, although several players en both the Colby and Maine freshThe Bates Freshmen hill and dalers
just ahead of Chafe, first Colby
showed real budding ability. Mer- men this year and so the Garnet year- came within an ace of compiling a per- ninth,
Those who saw the game at Orono Saturday claim that it was the^most rill's running, the smart defensive lings looked very good in stopping fect score at the expense of the Lis- man to come in.
The finishers: 1, tie, Hunnewell and
thrilling they have ever seen. Such a thriller was the game that Red Grange, play of Edminster and W aitmore, and them. The frosh backfield, composed bon High cross country squad last
famed backfield "77" of Illinois a few years ago, gave Bates and Maine credit Crooker in coming up to stop the of Edminster, Merrill, Tardiff and Friday afternoon when Rollins, Shep- Clifford, both of Maine; 3, Wallace,
for "the most thrilling game in the country for the day" Grange s comment plays that managed to sift through a Whitmore. demonstrated good football ard, Dube and Morse took the first Bates; 4, Mowatt, Maine; 5, Hart,
was made during his regular broadcast of football results.
thoroughly sturdy freshman line, de- both offensively and defensively but four positions in that order. Had a Maine; 6, Ohler, Maine; 7, Danielson,
serves special mention, and the play would have gotten nowhere, had it not blister not forced Charlie Graichen to Bates; 8, Sawyer, Maine; 9, Burnap,
of that line from end to end shouldn't been for a good forward wall. Coach remain idle, there is little doubt that Bates; 10, Chafe, Colby; 11, Stevens,
Lindholm,
center
two
years
ago
and
Among those at the game were
Colby; 12, Hersey, Maine; 13, Downgo unnoticed. Fine end play by Dick, Morey may well look forward to adsome who have played for Bates now a coach at M. C. I.; and George McCue and Pomeroy stopped many ditions to his squad next year both the first five places instead of the first ing, Bates; 14, Charbonneau, Colby;
four
would
have
gone
to
the
Bobcat
Mendall,
head
coach
at
Cony
High
and
against Maine before and so men who
15, Gould, Bates; 16, Anderson, Colby;
an intended sweep, and the solid front in the way of linemen and backs.
yearlings.
are in a better position than some to an end in 1934, were among those try- put up by the guards and tackles, with
17, Drisko, Colby; 18, DuWors, Bates.
Ricker's
attack
was
featured
by
a
appreciate the feelings of the players ing to make up for the two-point dif- Daikus, Stratton, PUusted, Ziegier, double shift which_ occasionally bothRollins, in winning his second meet
that were on the short end of the ference by their cheering. Sailor Tab- Osher Ladd, and Keefe bearing thc- ered the Bates defense. Their chief in three days, fought his way through Keniski; 6. Tibbetts; 7, Allen; total
21-19 score. Ralph McCluskey, one of but, football trainer when Lindholm brunt of the attack, stopped the ground-gainer was a 200-pound full- a driving rainstorm to be clocked at 23.
the famed McCluskey brothers; Red and Mendall were on the team, was Ricker running attack before it had a back named Farnham, but even he 10:54. After the next three Bates
Gorham: 9, Jess; 10, Hobbs; 16,
Long, immortalized guard; Milton also in the stands.
chance to get going. The line play could not gain consistently through men followed Rollins across the line, Baldwin; 17, Reed; 18, Grover; total
was something beautiful to watch.
four Lisbon runners sneaked in before 70.
the husky Bates forward wall.
The summary of the Bates FreshThe new Bates spirit was in evi- Sutherland completed the Bates scorPrep Team Is Strong
men-Lisbon meet:
Kents Hill comes to Bates after be- dence at this game for, despite the ing for the day.
The summary for the Jayvee-BridgBates: 1, Rollins; 2, Shepard; 3.
ing just nosed out in the final minutes weather, the covered grandstand was
Dube; 4, Morse; 9, Sutherland; total
of play by Bridgton Academy, last almost filled and cheers were occa- ton-Gorham Normal meet:
Bates: 1, Rollins; 4, Graichen; 11, 21.
Saturday, and will probably be just sionally given.
Lisbon High: 5, Gaghon; 6, Baxter;
Beem; 12, Wilson; 13, Whiston; total
The summary:
Barney Marcus, Bobcat halfback, raring to get back on the victory side
7, Plummer; 8, Smith; 13, Lavigne;
whose long scoring run after inter- of the ledger. The "Frosh'; on the Ricker
Bates 41.
cepting a pass in the Bates-Maine other hand have the added incentive H. Huber, le
Bridgton: 2, Cyr; 3, Hawskley; 5, total 36.
game Saturday made football history, of wanting to get rid of their caps.
re, Pomeroy (Kilgore, McCue)
is the leading individual scorer in They just missed doing it last week Slipp (Burns), It
it, Stratton
New England, according to statistics and don't intend to fail ajrain.
THURSDAY. WE BEGIN OUR ANNUAL FALL
Rider, lg . rg, Keefe (Ladd, Plaisted)
compiled by the Lewiston Sun.
The starting line-ups will probably Brewster, c
c, Crooker
Briggs (Hart), rg
Marcus' two touchdowns Saturday, be:
The Women's Athletic Association
lg, Osher (Zeigler)
B^8
of Bates is the most active body. of added to four previous touchdowns Kents Hill
Our only store-wide sale of the Fall and Winter Season ... and every
U, Daikus
its kind in the New England Conven- and two points after, gave him a 38 Lanata, re
department joins in value giving . . .
^ Dick Harrington, rt
le, Dick (McCue)
tion. Besides having theories, it works point scoring total in the four games Conners, it
It, Daikus M. Buber, re
Men's
Fine
Shirts,
regularly $2.00-are
$1.55-2 for $3.00
qb, Tardiff
Bates has played. In second place are Wallace, rg
lg, Osher Downey, qb
them out.
Women's Blouses, Sweaters iand Skirts, regularly $1.98—are ... .$1.;>9
Dorsey,
lhb
.
rhb,
Edminster
(Ireland)
Warren King of Dartmouth, Rod El- J. O'Neil, c
c, Crooker
The Garnet and Black games which liott of Maine, and Daddario of Wesr
lhb, Merrill
I'ecks Economy Silk Stockings—are
2 pairs for $1.09
K> Keefe Armstrong, rhb
started a week ago are an example leyan, all of whom have scored six Barnev, lg
Farnham (Hess), fb
and
hundreds
of
other
outstanding
values
Bogosian.
It
rt,
Stratton
of this. They are not inter-college touchdowns apiece.
fb, Whitmore (Andrews)
Hebert, le
re. Pomeroy
competition which is expensive and
Refenee—John McDonough. UmBuzatirgis,
qb
qb,
Tardiff
Nathanson, U. of New Hampshire
too specialized for the girls, not mterPatie, rhb
lhb, Merrill pire—John Butler. Linesman—Walclass, which creates too much class star, has the most points-after, seven, De
Getty lhb
rhb, Edminster ter Matthews. Time—Four 10m. pefeeling, but rather competition be- which, added to his four touchdowns, Malon'ey, fb
fb, Whitmore riods.
tween two equally divided teams of give him 31 points.
all the classes.
So far the Freshman and Sophomore Garnet and Black game has been
played and the Junior and Senior.
Monday the big teams chosen from
both of these games played. The first
two games counted a point each and
the big games, three each. At trie
end of the year the banner is awarded the winning team. Not only hockey
but archery, tennis, basketball and
all other W.A.A. sports add points to
the score. At present this stands
Black li, Garnet 1.

Marcus High Scorer
In Football Ranks

Get Acquainted Sale

PECKS

Geo. V. Turgeon Co.
Sign of Big Chime Clock
80 Lisbon St.

Coach David B. Morey

-

Lewiston, Me.

When Fun and Smoking
Last Way Into the Night...

Purity Restaurant
197 MAIN ST.

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD

Coach Leslie Spinks

Call 4040
For Real Courteous Taxi Service

On party nights—or whenever you do a lot of
smoking—you'll find that Luckies, a light smoke,
are a comfort as well as a joy! For since Luckies
are a light smoke, there's no wear and tear on
your throat. Luckies wear well... they're the only
cigarette that's "Toasted"... your protection
against irritation. So tomorrow, or better, right
now, reach for a Lucky—rich with the taste of
fine center-leaf tobacco. It's a good morning
smoke with a dean, fresh taste. And it's a good
night smoke... easy on you... gentle. It's never too
late for a light smoke... never too late for a Lucky!

The
Auburn
News

Lewiston, Maine

R\\T

.

r^r A n \{

Registered Druggist

NEWS FLASH!

VV • V-<l-/rVrVIV pure Dnli,8 and Medicines
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE

We can show you a varied
selection of
PRIZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAGS
Leather Bill Folds
Book Ends - Clocks

Barnstone - Osgood

82 years old—She Knows Her Popular Music
Mrs. Elizabeth Bowles of Uvalde, Texas,
is a real "Sweepstakes" fan. She writes: "I
am 82 years old and this is the first time
I have ever won anything absolutely free,
and am I pleased!" Congratulations,
Mrs. Bowles. We're certainly pleased, too,
that you won.
Have you entered yet? Have you woo
your delicious Lucky Strikes? There's music on the air. Tune in "Your Hk Parade"*
—Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
Listen, judge, and compare the tunes—
then try Your Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes."
And if you're not already smoking
Luckies, buy a pack today and try them.
Maybe you've been missing something.
You'll appreciate the advantages of
Luckies—a Light Smoke of rich, ripebodied tobacco.

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STREET

JEWELERS
LEWISTON - MAINE

• •

Bates 1904

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
—"IT'S TOASTED"

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Coprrlst* US*. Tin Anutlcao Tobacco CompuT
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Meet James Nelson '2 9

Steersman for Back-to-Bates week
end..."Jimmy" Nelson delayed several business appointments while he
placed himself at the mercy of the
reporter for almost an hour.. .Born in
1908 so still young enough to sympathize with cub newspaper woman...
From Fall River, Mass
A.B. from
Bates in '29.. .graduate work at Harvard School of Business Administration in '32...Director of Chase Hall
since '35.. .thinks most outstanding
differences between Bates of '29 and
Bates of '36 are the more practical
vocational courses offered now, and
the more careful faculty supervision
of club finances...his favorite "prof"
at Bates, "Pa" Gould.. .favorite subjects, history and government.. .sees
definite improvement in co-eds since
•29—they seem to take more care with
their appearance—(Gosh! Wonder
what they looked like then!).. .good
school spirit in '29, but nothing as big
as t.he nresent pep campaign.. .thinks

Fred L. Tower Companies
... PRINTING

...

Quality - Better Than Good
Service - Excellent
165 MIDDLE ST. - PORTLAND, ME.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTLS STREET
Prime Taps and Heels
$1-25
Superior Work
All Sewing Jobs and Shoe Laces Free
All Students Entitled to Free Shines
During School Season

this new spirit "all for good"...
doesn't consider Bates too conservative .. .believes we have more social activity than many colleges.. .encourMassachusetts Candidate Was
ages more liberal trends in rules for
Phi Beta Kappa Student and
Bates women, but believes that there
Tennis Captain
should be a certain amount of supervision to invite the right type of woCharles R. Clason '11, former Bates
man to Bates... thinks everybody
would have a better time at the Chase baseball player, captain of the Bates
Maine Cnampionship Tennis Team,
Hall dances if each boy would dance Phi Beta Kappa, and Rhodes Scholar
at least once during the evening with to Christ Church, Oxford, will probsome girl who was not having a good ably be the next Republican congresstime...First Freshman to be admit- man from the second district of the
ted to 4-A.. .president of 4-A his Sen- State of Massachusetts, according to
ior year... managing editor of the political conditions in that part of the
STUDENT...editor-in-chief of .the Bay State.
Mr. Clason received his B.A. degree
"Mirror"...member of Politics Club
and Men's Glee Club.. .coached inter- I from Bates in 1911, and from Oxford
scholastic debating.. .coached Phillips Jin 1917.
During the World War, Clason
High the first year it was in the debating league and won the state served under ex-President Hoover on
championship... believes if possible the Belgium Relief Commission, and
students should go to a small college was decorated by tne Belgium governfirst, then do graduate work at a large ment for his sen-ice.
At the close of the war, Mr. Clason
university.. .worked as salesman for
some time after graduating..-says practiced law with the firm of Gaston,
best way to get a job is to get one... Snow, and Saltonstall in Boston. li\
don't think because you have a col- 1919, he transferred his services to
lege degree you can step right into a the firm of Simpson and Clason in
big position.. .favorite author, Shake- Springfield, Mass.
speare. . .likes travel books (has never
In 1929, Mr. Clason accepted a posibeen farther West than Chicago, but tion as professor of law at Northeastwould like to travel).. .musical pref- ern University, and while there his
erences, good symphony... favorite comments on political questions refood, broiled lobster. . .favorite dog, ceived no little attention from his conGerman police.. .likes the new Stude- temporaries.
baker... favorite pastime
playinK
Mr. Clason's nomination as the Retennis...would rather watch football publican candidate for the House of
than any other game .pet peeve see- Representatives from the second dising the boys sit on the pool tables at trict of Massachusetts is of great inChase Hall.. .conceit and over-aggres- terest to Gardiner, his home town, and
siveness, characteristics he most dis- to Bates; especially since his position
likes in people...admires cou«**V-V n Congress is almost a certainty.
notices people's speech ?"*•• ■***?*
political news and editorials most ,n
newspapers.. .voting for Landon...
main object in life, to get. a reasonable amount of security for himself
and his family, and to leave the world
a little better than he found it.. .his
philosophy—the Golden Rule.
A real Chinese dinner, prepared by
Irene Lee, was served last Saturday,
at Dr. and Mrs. Mabee's home, 378
THE BLUE LINE
College street. Pauline Chayer '40,
l..-»i«i.." - Rumford - Fannlngtoll
Edith Krugelis '40, Virginia Pump
LT. LEWI STOW
7:45 a.m.. 10:05 n.m.. 1:30 p.m.. 5:00 p.m. '39, and Miss Dora Roberts were the
guests of the evening.
Pepper steak with tomatoes, ChiLT. FARMUiCTOS
7,33 a.m.. 8:53 a.m.. 1:1S p.m.. 4:48 p.m. nese cabbage and roast pork, watercress soup with water chestnuts,
steamed rice, rice cakes, lichee nuts,
and tea, instead of the traditional
chop suey and chow mein (which are
is for
NOT real Chinese dishes) were the
courses. Chopsticks were the order
BATES STUDENTS
of the day and much was the struggling and diversity of efforts.
Drop in between classes

Irene Lee Has Novel
Dinner For Friends

The College Store

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

Ex-Bates Athlete Stag Lunch Before First Meeting Of
Game For Alumni Interest Groups
Is Believed Sure
Lunch, so popElection Winner ular elastStagyearBuffet
Held Wednesday
for the alumni, is
Th

to be repeated from 12 to 12.30 on
October 3ist in Chase Hall. This
gives a splendid opportunity for
the alumni to meet their friends
before the game. Find your own
crowd, g,.( - tray, and enjoy a
good old-fashioned chat which
will be inilrrUpted by no program
or speaking! Provision will be
made for wives and alumnae to
have the same luncheon upstairs.
This lunch is sponsored by the
College Club and the committee
in charge is Prof. Raymond L.
Kendall '20 assistant professor
of education, Mr. Robert L. Ross
'18 (chairman), former president
of College club, and Dr. William
H. Sawyer, Jr., '13, professor of
Botany.

Alumni Prepare For
National Bates Night

By George Windsor
Next Meeting Will Be Held On
The
most
ardent Bates alumnus, if
November Eighteenth; New
he lives in Illinois, California, or
Students Welcome
North Carolina, could not be expected

to lay down pick and shovel or close
The six interest groups sponsored up the office for the day along with
by the Bates Christian Association met Bates grads living within a few nours
for their first meeting last Wednes- ride of Lewiston and come back to
day evening when professors led dis- the campus for the Back-to-Bate.i
cussions on Art, Social Etiquette, Co- week end and the annual home-coming
operatives, International Relations, game. Therefore, National Bates
Christian Outreach and Extra-curricu- Night is being inaugurated—a time
lar Activities for Freshmen. The next when Bates clubs and informal groups
meeting of the groups will be the of Bates Boosters any and everywhere
third Wednesday in November, the are planning to meet and swap stories
eighteenth, when another program reminiscent of their college days, sing
v. ill be given in the same fields of the Bates songs, and perhaps have
study. About seventy-five students doughnuts, apples and cider.
attended these meetings, and the numNational Bates Night—this year to
ber is not limited, so any new partici- be held on October 30, the night bepants will be welcome.
fore the Bowdoin game—will hereProfessor Berkelman explained the after serve as a definite day for the
requirements of a good painting us- commencement of the season's alumni
ing illustrations, and he will continue club activities.
this group's next program with anMimeographed sheets of Bates
other phase of art.
songs, identification tags of the type
Social Etiquette, particularly in re- that Freshmen had this year, and sixlation to this campus, was discussed teen millimeter movie films of college
activities have been made available
by Professor Kendall.
to alumni organizations which exist
Mrs.
Mabee
outlined
the
possibiliImmediately following the football ties of cooperatives, and the students in places as distant as Los Angeles,
game on Saturday there will be a tea in this group hope to get a coopera- Cal., Western Pennsylvania, Chicago,
in Chase Hall Assembly room where tive of some type established on the and Winter Park, Fla. Other active
all are invited. The Women's Athletic campus.
branches are located of course in nearAssociation annuallv sponsors this tea
er places—Boston, New York, Rhode
The
impending
crisis
in
Europe
and
so that members of the college, alumIsland, and other spots.
what
students
can
do
in
the
field
of
Inni and guest? may get together inforA large group of Bates graduates,
ternational
Relations
was
the
outmally after the game in a cozy atmoshowever, is expected to return as per
come
of
the
discussion
on
different
phere before the crackling fire in the
types of government by Professor the regular Back-to-Bates week end
hall.
to visit chapel once again, attend
Kathryn Thomas '37, president of Myhrman.
classes, renew old acquaintances
Dr.
Sweet
explained
the
place
of
the organization, will pour, assisted
among faculty and students at the big
by other members of the organization. Christianity in the world today to the rally before the game and at the Vargroup
which
is
trying
to
get
down
to
Committee in charge of arrangements
sity Club Dance, Saturday night.
Tacks" on Christianity.
includes Margaret Melcher '37, Mar- "Brass
As many Bates men and women are
Freshmen were given an insfeht to
garet Andrews '37, Eleanor Smart '39
teachers in Maine schools it is a forthe
numerous
activities
on
the
Bates
and Ida Miller '38, chairman.
campus and were advised as to the
number of activities they should
German Department Given
choose for active participation by Mr.
Schurz Book Grant Rowe.

After Game Tea To
Be Held At Chase Hall

MERRILL & WEBBER

[Continued from Page One)

"promoting cultural relations between
the United S:ates and German speaking people?, was organized nearly
six years ago, and its activities have
already bee >me numerous. Income
from the Obeilaender Trust has enabled the Foundation to send groups of
influential Americans to Germany and
Austria to make a first hand study of
such fields as town planning, municipal government, play-grounds, public
health, forestry, art, etc.
The Foundation also cooperates in

tunate Coincidence that the annual
State Teachers' Convention is being
held this year in Lewiston the same
week end as the Back-to-Bates. affair.
In inaugurating National Bates
Night and making the occasion for
the annual home-coming game a national affair, Bates is joining in with
a general trend on the part of colleges and universities. Leland Stanford and other of the larger universi-'
ties are doing the same thing on an
international scale.
Most of the work of contacting
the various alumni groups to inform
them of the proposed plan and^ securing their cooperation has been done
by James Nelson, down in the Alumni
office. His idea is to bring the more
distant alumni groups into a more
definite relationship with the college
by having them meet on the same
night that the student rally before
the home-coming game is held, thus
helping to keep alive the old college
spirit in Bates men and women.
TYPEWRITERS
STANDARDS and PORTABLES
For Sale and To Let
For Used Machines and Repairs
See Sam Burston on Campus

JOHN G. WEST
Tel. 2326

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634-R

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
COLLEGE STREET

a student and professorial exchange,
COMPANY
assists in promoting research by indiPRINTERS - BOOKBTNCERS
viduals and groups, makes possible
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.
exhibitions of German art and GerSi
—
M
n
m
M
'
■
fW
O »B 67 College St.
man books, brings lecturers to this
country, and strives in every practical way to increase the mutual understanding and to encourage friendly reCompliments of
lationships between the countries.
Frau Hettie Dyhrenfurth, who recently lectured at Bates on her experiences in climbing the Himalayas in
AUBURN
LEWISTON
1930 and 1934, came under the auspices of the Foundation.

SHOE HOSPITAL
Lewiston, Me.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

cru fate a^Zeafon
. This is the first
igarette I ever smoked
really satisfies me
not harsh and it has all the
aroma you could ask for.
That settles it... from
now on, it's Chesterfield.

O 195«. Liccrrr & Mvras TOBACCO CO.

133 Main St.

